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Intention Recognition
using a Graph Representation
So-Jeong Youn, and Kyung-Whan Oh
One of them is [2]. They used mental model of [3] and intent
signal decomposition of [4] to suggest an intention reading
model. They formulated an intention reading problem as a
function of actions, tasks, and a psysico-mental state. The
intention model in [2] is shown in Fig. 1. In [2], an intention has
the same meaning as a goal.
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Abstract—The human friendly interaction is the key function of a
human-centered system. Over the years, it has received much attention
to develop the convenient interaction through intention recognition.
Intention recognition processes multimodal inputs including speech,
face images, and body gestures. In this paper, we suggest a novel
approach of intention recognition using a graph representation called
Intention Graph. A concept of valid intention is proposed, as a target
of intention recognition. Our approach has two phases: goal
recognition phase and intention recognition phase. In the goal
recognition phase, we generate an action graph based on the observed
actions, and then the candidate goals and their plans are recognized. In
the intention recognition phase, the intention is recognized with
relevant goals and user profile. We show that the algorithm has
polynomial time complexity. The intention graph is applied to a
simple briefcase domain to test our model.
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Fig. 1 A Model of Intention Reading [2]

As we can see in [2], an intention and a goal are used in the
same way in an intention or a goal recognition problem. A goal
is usually a conjunction of subgoals, and has a hierarchical
structure. There are some ambiguities interpreting what is the
final target or goal when a system recognizes a goal. Is this
enough to describe user intention? Or is there another goal
which is in deeper abstraction level? Therefore, we decide to
use the term goal and intention in different meaning. A goal is
something that a human hopes to achieve. That is, a goal is the
desired state of affairs of a human and is the result of a
sequence of actions. An intention is an idea or a mental state of
what a human is going to do. If a man has in mind to quit
smoking, that is an intention. But if he decides to quit smoking
to change himself in the New Year, that is a goal. After he
makes an action plan, he can achieve the goal doing actions
sequentially. This process is shown in Fig. 2.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE design of a human-friendly system is a goal of
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) or Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI). Many researchers make efforts to develop
the convenient interaction providing natural language
processing, voice recognition, and gesture recognition.
Recently, intention modeling and recognition are important
research issues in HCI and HRI [1]. It is very important because
the systems can not support human adequately without
knowing what the human wants to be done. Human can inform
the system of his intention by text or speech explicitly. Also he
can do it implicitly by doing something related his intention. It
is easy for the system to understand the explicitly represented
intentions like “copy this file” in HCI, or “open the window” in
HRI. On the contrary, implicitly represented intentions might
not be clear to the system. There have been many researches to
handle this problem. We focus on the intention recognition by
observing human behavior.
Intention modeling is an interesting research area and
common issue to psychology and cognitive science. Some
researches of computer science and robotics have shown good
results by using the fruit of cognitive science, and psychology.
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Fig. 2 Generation of Human Behavior
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Intention recognition is a reverse process of the behavior
generation. At first, human actions are observed. Then, a goal
can be recognized through observed actions. With the achieved
goal, we can recognize human intention under context.
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Intention graph has three layers: Action layer has action
nodes, proposition layer has state nodes including states for
user profile information, and goal & intention layer has
recognized goal and intention nodes. There is one action node
in each time step. New time step starts when an action is
observed.
A state node at time t is represented as state(s,t) where s is a
ground literal. The initial state is state(s,0). An action node is
represented by action(a,t) where a is an observed action at time
t. A goal node is represented by goal(g,t) where g is a goal
recognized at time t. An intention node is represented by
intent(i,t) where i is an intention. There are six kinds of edges in
intention graph. A precondition edge connects an action node
with its precondition state node and is represented by
precondition-edge(state(s,t),action(a,t+1)). An effect edge
connects an action node with the state node which is the result
of the action and is represented by effect-edge(action(a,t),
state(s,t)). A goal description edge which is represented by
goal-d-edge(state(s,t), goal(g,t)) connects one of goal
description states with the goal. A reference edge is represented
by reference-edge(state(uc,t), intent(i,t)) and it connects an
intention node with its related user profile state node. An
inference edge is represented by inference-edge(goal(g,t),
intent(i,t)) and it connects a goal node with its intention node. A
persistence edge is represented by persistence-edge(state(s,t-1),
state(s,t)) and makes it possible to preserve a state which
doesn’t conflict with the effect of an observed action.

In this paper, we suggest a method of recognizing intention
by observing user’s behavior, finding relevant goals, and
considering current context. In this method, we represent the
relations among the intension, goal, and actions as a graph to
recognize intention. We call this representation Intention
Graph.
Intention graph is inspired by Goal Graph in [5] and
Graphplan in [6]. Blum suggests a new approach to planning
based on compact structure, Graphplan. Jun Hong improves it
to recognize fully and partially achieved goals and apply it to
large scale Unix domain which has 100,000 goals. We improve
Jun Hong’s Goal Graph to recognize intentions using
recognized goals and user profile, and apply it to modified
briefcase domain.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II defines an
Intention Graph and few concepts used in our graph. In section
III, five algorithms are suggested to recognize intentions based
on Intention Graph. Section IV shows a briefcase domain with
Intention Graph. In this domain, we define some goals,
intentions, and user profile information. We will give a brief
conclusion in section V.
II. INTENTION GRAPH
A. Organization of Intention Graph
Intention graph consists of state, action, goal, and intention
nodes and edges. It is represented as IG = <S, A, G, I, E> where
S is a set of state node, A is a set of action node, G is a set of
goal node, I is a set of intention node, and E is a set of edges.
St is a state set at time step t. Each state node represents a
ground literal which values are True. The negative literal ¬P
can be used as a state. The closed-world assumption is used,
meaning that any conditions that are not mentioned in a state
are assumed false. A special subset of S is a set of initial states
and is denoted as S0. We assume that the initial states are given
completely.
An instance of action schema consists of a set of
preconditions and a set of effects. A precondition set is a
conjunction of positive literals stating what must be true in a
state before the action can be executed. An effect set is a
conjunction of literals describing how the state changes when
the action is executed.
An instance of a goal schema consists of desired states, and
they are called goal descriptions. An instance of an intention
schema consists of ground goal conditions and related user
profile information. Each edge represents the relations between
nodes. An example of intention graph is shown in Fig. 3.

B. Definition of Valid Intention
To resolve intention recognition problem using intention
graph, we define some useful concepts.
Definition 1: causal link
Let ai and aj be two observed actions at time steps i and j
respectively, where i < j. There exists a causal link between ai
and aj, written as ai → aj, if and only if one of the effects of ai
satisfies one of the preconditions of aj.
An example is shown in Fig. 4. The effect of observed action
a1 is s1 and the precondition of observed action a2 is also s1. So,
there is a causal link between a1 and a2. This concept can be
extended to goal. In Fig. 4, the effect of a2 is the goal
description of g2. In this case, we define a causal link between
a2 and g2 and write a2→g2
Definition 2: causal link path between action and goal
Given a intention graph, let ai be an action observed at time
step i and gj be a goal fully achieved in time step j, where i < j.
A path that connects ai to gj via one or more precondition edge,
effect edge, zero or more persistence edge, and a description
edge, is called a causal link path between ai and gj.
Causal link path is defined between two nodes those are not
adjacent. For instance, in Fig. 4, there exists a causal link path
between a1 and g2.

Fig. 3 An Example of Intention Graph
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For instance, in the example shown in Fig. 6, A1={a1, a2}, A2
= {a3, a4}, and A1 U A2 is Ao. So, i1 is valid intention because
the valid plans of its relevant goals cover observed action set.
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Fig. 4 An Example of Causal Link and Causal Link Path

Fig. 6 An Example of Valid Intention

Definition 3: valid plan
Let g be a goal, and P = <A, O, L>, where A is a set of
observed actions, O is a set of temporal ordering constraints,
{ai < aj}, over A, and L is a set of causal links, {ai → aj}, over A.
Let S be the initial states. P is a valid plan for g, given S, if and
only if
1. the actions in A can be executed in S in any order
consistent with O;
2. the goal g is fully achieved after the actions in A are
executed in S in any order consistent with O.

III. INTENTION RECOGNITION
Intention recognition process based on intention graph has
two phases: goal recognition phase and intention recognition
phase. In the first phase, plausible goals are recognized through
analyzing the observed actions. In the second phase, intentions
are recognized based on recognized goals in the previous phase
and user profile information.
A. Goal Recognition Phase
In this phase, there are two steps for goal recognition. In the
first step, intention graph is extended by adding edges and
nodes for observed actions, its effect states, and goals. In the
second step, the extended graph is analyzed and goals for
actions are recognized.
The graph extending step is as follows. At first, a graph is
constructed of initial states. At time t, goal extension algorithm
shown in Fig. 7, gets the goal descriptions of each instance of
goal schema, and converts it to Herbrand instance. That is, the
algorithm eliminates every quantifier and converts every
variable to instance values. If some of goal description
instances are in the current state, it makes a goal node and adds
it to the intention graph. A goal node is called fully achieved
goal if every goal descriptions are satisfied in current state.
Otherwise, we call it partially achieved goal. The algorithm
considers fully achieved goals only. So, if goal g is fully
achieved based on current state, goal node goal(g, t) and
goal-d-edge(state(s,t), goal(g,t)) are added. The inputs of
goal-extension algorithm are current time, a set of goal schema,
and a sub-graph with sate, observed action, edges and a
recognized goal set.

An example is shown in Fig. 5. An initial state is S0, observed
action set is {a1, a2} and goal is achieved after a1 and a2 are
executed. Then, P=<{a1, a2}, {a1<a2}, {a1→a2, a2→g2}> is a
valid plan for g2.
Definition 4: relevant goal
Given a intention i, a goal g is a relevant goal for i if and
only if there exists a causal link between g and i, g→ i.
For instance, in the example shown in Fig. 5, the goal g2 is
the relevant goal of i2. There exists a causal link between goal
g2 and intention i2, if and only if a goal g2 is one of the goal
condition of intention i2.

Fig. 5 An Example of Valid Plan and Relevant Goal

Definition 5: valid intention
Let G be a set of relevant goals for intention i, Ao be a set of
observed actions, and Pk = < Ak, Ok, Lk> be a valid plan for
each gk in G. Then, i is a valid intention if and only if
1. A=Uk=1,n Ak where n = |G|
2. A = Ao
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actually were results of an action at time k where k < t. Then
there is a goal gk+1 which is the same with gt. The goal gt is a
redundant goal of gk.
At the second part, the algorithm finds a valid plan following
the causal links for each remaining goal. The algorithm returns
with GoalPlan list.
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If action a is observed at time t, the action extension
algorithm makes a node action(a,t) and adds an edge of
precondition-edge(state(s,t-1), acton(a,t)). The algorithm adds
an effect state node state(e, t) for all effects of action a and adds
effect-edge(action(a,t), state(e,t)). If state(s,t-1) does not
conflict with any effect(e,t), algorithm adds the same state node
state(s,t) in time t, and connects state(s,t-1) to state(s,t) with
persistence-edge(state(state(s,t-1), state(s,t)).

B. Intention Recognition Phase
This phase has two steps: intention extension step, graph
analysis step. In the first step, intention-extension algorithm
gets goal conditions and user profile conditions for each
intention schema in schemata set. If all goal conditions are in
the recognized goal set and user profile conditions are in
current context, then the algorithm adds intention node intent(i,
n+1), and new state node state(uc,n+1). Also, the algorithm
adds reference edge reference-edge(state(uc, n+1)) to connects
user profile state node to intention node, and adds inference
edges inference-edge(goal(gc,k), intent(i,n+1)) to connect
every relevant goal node to intention node.

∉
∉

∉

Fig. 8 Action Extension Algorithm

∉

After last action is processed, the graph is analyzed and
proper goals and their valid plans are recognized. A
GoalPlan-Recognition algorithm has two parts. At first,
redundant goals are pruned. If a goal gt at time step t has no
causal link with action at t, its goal descriptions are the states
from previous time step. If they were not initial states, they

Fig. 10 Intention Extension Algorithm
GoalPlan-Recognition (t, <S, Ao, E, GR>)

In the second step, the intent-recognition algorithm gets a set
of relevant goals for each intention in an intention schema set.
AI’ is a union set of all actions in valid plans of relevant goals. If
AI’ is same with observed action set Ao, I is the valid intention.

at ← the tth action in Ao
For every gt ∈ GR in goal-level t
If there is not a causal link at to gt , then
Remove gt from GR
else
Ao' ← {}, A ← {}, CL ← {}
For every ak ∈ Ao connected to gt by a causal link path
Add causal link ak→gt to CL
Add ak to Ao'
Add ak to A
while A ≠ {}
Remove an action al from A
For every ak ∈ Ao connected to al by a causal link path
Add ak→ al to CL
If ak ∉ Ao' then Add ak to Ao' and A
Get all the ordering constraints O over Ao
Add <gt, <Ao, O, CL>> to GoalPlan
Return with GoalPlan

∉

Fig. 9 Goal and its Plan Recognition Algorithm
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The algorithm returns with the valid intention lists.
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C. Algorithm Complexity
Our algorithms have polynomial size and time complexity.
The first 3 algorithms are based on Jun Hong’s Goal Graph
algorithm, and it is proved polynomial size and time in [5].
Therefore we prove intention recognition phase algorithm in
this section.
Theorem 1: (polynomial time and space)
Consider an intention recognition problem with la observed
actions, a finite number of object instance at each time step. Let
n be the number of object instance, li be the number of
intentions in intention schema set, lg be the number of goals in
goal schema set, mr be the maximum number of relevant goals
of an intention, mu be the maximum number of user condition of
an intention, and mg be the maximum number of goal condition.
Then, the space size of the intention graph and time needed to
recognize all valid intention are polynomial in la, li, mr, mu, mg,
and n.

Fig. 12 Examples of Schema
TABLE I
BRIEFCASE DOMAIN EXPLANATION
Classification
Physical object
Places
Action
Schemata

Proof.
The maximum number of intention nodes is li·n, because
there can be no same intention node in the intention graph
generated by intention-extension algorithm. The number of
user condition node is mu·li, and the number of edges is
(mg+mu)·li. Since the intention recognition algorithm adds no
nodes and edges, the space size of our algorithm is
O((1+mg+2mu) ·li).
The time complexity is O((mg+mu) ·li·n). ■

Goal
Schemata

Intention
Schemata

User Profile

IV. BRIEFCASE DOMAIN
We apply Intention Graph to briefcase domain [7]. It is
modified to include intention and user profile information. The
modified problem is shown in table 1. Physical objects packing
in the briefcase can be transferred between three places. User
profile can be any kind of information in any representation. As
user profile representation is not our issues, we use user’s
occupations in text style.
There are four kinds of action schema, goal schema, and
intention schema. Schema examples are shown in Fig. 12.
Action and goal can have parameters. An action schema has
preconditions and effects. A goal schema contains desired
states. An intent schema has its goal condition and user
condition.
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Value
a briefcase, a dictionary, a checkbook, a pencil
home, office, shop
. Moving the briefcase from one location to another
. Putting a physical object in the briefcase
. Taking out a physical object from the briefcase
. Printing a check
. Keeping a physical object at a location
. Moving a physical object from one location to
another
. Printing a check for a person
. Walking into a location
. He/She would like to come home from work
. He/She would like to write a story
. He/She would like to study English
. He/She would like to pay for something
. user_occupy

In this domain, a physical object briefcase is instantiated as
B, a place home as H, a place office as O, and a dictionary as D.
The initial states are given as {at B H, at D H} and actions are
observed in the sequence of {put_in D H < move B H O <
take_out D}. After graph construction step finish in goal
recognition phase, the intention graph has 9 goal nodes. During
the goal pruning step, 6 goals are removed. With the three goals
and its valid plans, our algorithms find valid intentions during
intention recognition phase. The results graph is shown in Fig
14.
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Fig. 13 An Intention Graph after Graph Construction Step
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V. CONCLUSION
We have discussed intention recognition problem and have
proposed an approach to recognize valid intentions using
intention graph. It is inspired by the idea of Goal Graph and
GraphPlan. The Intention Graph is extended by action nodes
and its effect sate nodes. After observing actions is finished, the
graph is analyzed. And then, valid intentions are recognized
based on relevant goals and user profile information under
current context. The algorithm has polynomial time and space
complexity.
Although the work reported here is encouraging, much
remains to be done before it can be considered complete. The
most obvious defect of the prior model is that it considers
closed world assumption. Some information could be missed or
vague, but we can’t handle it. Another weakness is that just one
action can be observed at a time step in the Intention Graph.
Two or more actions can be happen in the real world, especially
HRI domain. Work is currently under way to address these
issues.
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